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The Real Organic community is abuzz about new confirmations
that organic certifiers are okay with hydroponic plants grown
in pots sitting on black plastic over glyphosate-laden soil.

Black pots the size of a 5-gallon bucket sit on acres and
acres of land.  How do you maintain that land like a sterile
table  top  for  those  buckets  of  hydroponic  (without  soil)
blueberries?   You  kill  all  the  vegetation  with  Roundup,
turning the soil to concrete, and then you place the buckets
on top.  Organic certifiers are fine with that.

The reasoning is that the herbicide is not actually in the
buckets holding the plants; just in the soil on which the
buckets sit.  But since the plants don’t go into the soil, the
plastic  bucket  barrier  keep  things  on  the  up-and-up  for
certification.

Just when you thought organic compromise couldn’t get worse,
it does.  This is a classic case.  Not only is the U.S. the
only  country  that  certifies  plants  grown  without  soil  as
organic, we’re the only country that allows such a deadly
herbicide to be used as part of the system.  It shows how once
you open that door of organic fraud, you head down a slippery
slope of more egregious fraud.
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A little fraud does not morph into no fraud.  It progresses
into greater fraud.

Why  in  the  world  the  organic  community  ever  thought  the
government could be trusted with something as idealistic and
full of integrity as organic production is beyond me and why
here  at  Polyface  we  don’t  play  the  gamesmanship  of  the
program.  It is becoming more rotten by the day and proves the
best way to know what’s going on is to buy from sources you
vet yourself.  Interestingly, these organic producers often
show how they’re growing and make no attempt to hide it.

That shows that they believe the brazen adulteration of the
National  Organic  Products  Act  is  now  so  embedded  in  the
consumer psyche that all of this is broadly and unquestionably
accepted.

Why should we pay more for organic blueberries when they’re
grown on top of Roundup and in buckets without soil?


